
Pi-Lit® are rechargeable sequential flares perfect for police, fire, first responders, military, maintenance crews, safety personnel, 
utility companies, etc. Their intelligent technology automatically synchronizes each flare making deployment quick and safe. No 
“Master”, no “Slave”, no programming. Turn on and drop.

The ICS sequential flare is an advancement over traditional magnesium perchlorate flame flares. The enhanced warning, no fire 
hazard, and reusable nature is what makes the ICS sequential flare a better choice than traditional incendiary flares. They will allow 
for multiple deployments on a single charge; saving you time and money while keeping you and your personnel safe on the road!

PI-LIT
TRAFFIC GUIDANCE SYSTEM

TO PLACE AN ORDER:

Visit:  www.evpeurope.com
Call:  +44 (0) 1926 419441
E-mail:  sales@evpeurope.com

EVP Ltd, Unit 4, Benford Court, Lower Cape, Warwick, CV34 5DA Company Registration Number: 9121263 
VAT number: 196484653

Features:

Uses an accelerometer to detect the flare’s orientation. This 
will automatically choose which set of LEDs to flash. Flare 
in horizontal position (lying on ground), side LEDs will flash. 
Vertical position (attached to vehicle), top LEDs will flash. This 
can be overridden.
Magnetic base to allow mounting on vehicles, signs, cones, etc. 
Mounting flares on back of vehicle creates an effective light 
bar.
Lock the flash to the top LEDs when the flares are lying 
horizontally on the ground and you can brightly illuminate a 
traditional cone.
Five flash patterns to choose from. Four sequential patterns, 
one simultaneous pattern.
Battery status check with a push of a button. No need to 
unnecessarily change! Ask the flare its’ battery state.
Reverse the sequence direction with a push of a button. From 
any flare, the user can change the direction of the sequence. 
This can be done for deployment so that the user can drop the 
last flare in the sequence first, walk up stream towards traffic, 
and drop the first flare in the sequence last.
“Endoskeleton” carrying case allows for quick and safe 
deployment/retrieval of flares. Leave the flares flashing while 
you collect and snap them onto the case. The flashing flares in 
your hand will make you still visible to traffic as you return to 
your vehicle.
Optional universal cone adapter allows the flare to be securely 
mounted on top of the cone. The cone adapter offers the 
flexibility to have the flare flash as a 360 degree cone lamp or 
an uni-directional cone lamp.
Comes With: Set of flares with lithium batteries installed, Car-
rying Case/Charge Dock, Car Charger, Wall Charger

Specifications:

•	 Intelligent radio technology automatically positions flares 
in correct sequence for quick and simple deployment.

•	 Any one flare controls entire network of flares. Changing 
a parameter such as pattern only requires the user to use 
one flare. That flare will send a message to the network of 
flares and will change their patterns as well. The user can 
do a “group off” from any flare and all the flares will turn off.

•	 15 meters range between flares (when on the ground), 
300 meters when placed on top of a cone. No limit to the 
number of flares in a string.

•	 Rugged and compact, the flares can withstand the harsh 
environment of a roadway while stowing small in vehicle 
or motorcycle.

•	 “Moving” light is more effective at alerting and guiding 
drivers than random-flashing stationary patterns.

•	 12 bright through-hole side LEDs, 4 bright surface mount 
top LEDs.

•	 1-mile visibility with 360-degree horizontal viewing angle 
and 180-degree vertical projection.

•	 Powered by: Lithium Polymer Rechargeable Battery
•	 Battery life:  Nominal = ~24-36 hours
•	 Charge time:   From depleted battery = ~ 5 hours
•	 Power Adapters:  Charge from your vehicle (12-v DC) or 

your wall (110-220 v AC)
•	 Offered in sets of 10 flares, 6 flares, 4 flares
•	 Available colors:

1. Blue Side LEDs/Blue Top LEDs
2. Amber-Yellow Side/Amber-Yellow Top LEDs
 
Custom colors available upon request (any combination 
of two of the following: Orange, Red, Blue, Amber)


